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Overview
About the Release Notes
The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and
enhancements in the latest release.
What’s Included in the Release Notes
For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide:
●
●
●

A high-level description of the functionality
Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration
Tips to help you maximize the benefits

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which
will be included along with a brief description.
Your Feedback Matters
We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager.
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1. Improvements
[KMBU-145] -  Preview Documents Client-Side with GroupDocs as Fallback
With 4.6.7 Mambu has added an improvement to document preview, since the integration
with GroupDocs to provide this functionality, was causing some performance issues.
Mambu is now streaming images from the server with no additional processing, being thus
rendered natively. PDF files are also streamed from the server and rendered by pdf.js for
example.
GroupDocs is still used as a fallback mechanism for converting on server side the
unsupported documents types to pdf, such as Office suite documents, nonetheless the user
experience will be consistent between the two.

2. Bug Fixes
[MBU-18790] - 'Permission denied' message received when filtering 'Repayments
Collection' by group if they don't have permission to see other credit officer clients
A permission denied error was shown and the list of repayments was not displayed for
Repayments Collections custom view when filtering by group, if the user did not have
permission to see other Credit Officer's clients.
We have corrected this behaviour and the repayments belonging to clients assigned to the
group are now displayed.
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